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Abstract
In this talk we show recent developments on few body systems involving mesons. We report on
an approach to Faddeev equations using chiral unitary dynamics, where an explicit cancellation of
the two body off shell amplitude with three body forces stemming from the same chiral Lagrangians
takes place. This removal of the unphysical off shell part of the amplitudes is most welcome and
renders the approach unambiguous, showing that only on shell two body amplitudes need to be
used. Within this approach, systems of two mesons and one baryon are studied, reproducing
properties of the low lying 1/2+ states. On the other hand we also report on multirho and K∗
multirho states which can be associated to known meson resonances of high spin.
1 Introduction
Faddeev equations [1, 2] have been and continue to be the standard way to study three body systems.
One intrinsic problem, common to most many body approaches, is the dependence of the results on the
off shell extrapolation of the two body amplitudes, which is an unphysical magnitude. Removing the
ambiguity derived from this unphysical part should be most welcome, but it is generally not possible
when one deals with potentials. The advent of chiral unitary dynamics to deal with hadron interactions
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] has brough a solution to this problem. Indeed, in recent studies, the use
of chiral dynamics in the Faddeev equations has shown that the off shell part of the two body amplitudes,
which appears in the Faddeev equations, gets cancelled by three body contact terms stemming from
the same chiral Lagrangians [14, 15, 16, 17]. In this way the unphysical part of the amplitudes is
removed and only the on shell two body amplitudes are needed in this approach. These off shell effects
are responsible for the differences in the three body calculations that use input potentials producing
the same on shell two body amplitudes. The new method removes these ambiguities and relies upon
physical on shell amplitudes. We show results for systems of two mesons and one baryon leading to
low lying JP = 1/2+ states. The neat reproduction of the low lying 1/2− states in the S-wave meson-
baryon interaction, using chiral dynamics, suggests that the addition of a pseudoscalar meson in S-wave
could lead to an important component of the structure of the 1/2+ resonances. Chiral dynamics has
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been used earlier in the context of the three nucleon problems, e.g., in [18]. We present here the study
done in [14] of two meson - one baryon systems, where chiral dynamics is applied to solve the Faddeev
equations. As described below, our calculations for the total strangeness S = -1 reveal peaks in the
πK¯N system and its coupled channels which can be identified with the resonances Σ(1770), Σ(1660),
Σ(1620), Σ(1560), Λ(1810) and Λ(1600). With the simplication of the Faddeev equation from the Fixed
Center Approximation (FCA), we also address the interaction of several mesons and find that multirho
and K∗ multirho states are obtained and can be associated to mesons of high spin already known and
reported in the PDG.
2 The formalism for three body systems
We start by taking all combinations of a pseudoscalar meson of the 0− SU(3) octet and a baryon of
the 1/2+ octet which couple to S = −1 with any charge. For some quantum numbers, the interaction
of this two body system is strongly attractive and responsible for the generation of the two Λ(1405)
states [6] and other S = -1 resonances. We shall assume that this two body system formed by K¯N and
coupled channels remains highly correlated when a third particle is added, in the present case a pion.
Yet, the formalism allows for excitation of this cluster in intermediate steps. Altogether, we get twenty-
two coupled channels for the net charge zero configuration: π0K−p, π0K¯0n, π0π0Σ0, π0π+Σ−, π0π−Σ+,
π0π0Λ, π0ηΣ0, π0ηΛ, π0K+Ξ−, π0K0Ξ0, π+K−n, π+π0Σ−, π+π−Σ0, π+π−Λ, π+ηΣ−, π+K0Ξ−, π−K¯0p,
π−π0Σ+, π−π+Σ0, π−π+Λ, π−ηΣ+, π−K+Ξ0. We assume the subsystem of particles 2 and 3 to have a
certain invariant mass,
√
s23, and the three body T -matrix is evaluated as a function of this mass and
the total energy of the three body system. At the end we look for the value of |T |2 as a function of
these two variables and find peaks at certain values of these two variables, which indicate the mass of
the resonances and how a pair of particles is correlated.
The input required to solve the Faddeev equations consists of the two body t-matrices for the meson-
meson and meson-baryon interactions which are calculated from the lowest order chiral Lagrangian
following [19, 4, 7, 20] and using the dimensional regularization of the loops as done in [5, 7], where
a good reproduction of scattering amplitudes and resonance properties for the low lying 1/2− states
was found. Improvements introducing higher order Lagrangians have been done recently [10, 9, 11],
including a theoretical error analysis in [11] which allows one to see that the results with the lowest
order Lagrangian fit perfectly within the theoretical allowed bands.
A shared feature of the recent unitary chiral dynamical calculations is the on-shell factorization of
the potential and the t-matrix in the Bethe-Salpeter equation [4, 5, 13, 21, 8, 9, 19], which is justified by
the use of the N/D method and dispersion relations [22, 5]. Alternatively, one can see that the off-shell
contributions can be reabsorbed into renormalization of the lower order terms [19, 4]. We develop here
a similar approach for the Faddeev equations.
The full three-body T -matrix can be written as a sum of the auxiliary T -matrices T 1, T 2 and T 3 [1]
T = T 1 + T 2 + T 3 (1)
where T i, i = 1, 2, 3, are the normal Faddeev partitions, which include all the possible interactions
contributing to the three-body T -matrix with the particle i being a spectator in the last interaction.
The Faddeev partitions satisfy the equations
T i = tiδ3(~k ′i − ~ki) + tigijT j + tigikT k, (2)
where ~ki (~k
′
i ) is the initial (final) momentum of the ith particle in the global center of mass system,
ti is the two-body t-matrix for the interaction of the pair (jk) and gij is the three-body propagator or
Green’s function, with j 6= k 6= i = 1, 2, 3
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the terms (a) t1g12t2 (b) t1g(13)t3.
The first two terms of the diagrammatic expansion of the Faddeev equations, for the case i=1, are
represented in Fig.1, where the t-matrices are required to be off-shell. However, the chiral amplitudes,
which we use, can be split into an “on-shell” part (obtained when the only propagating particle of
the diagrams, labeled with ~k2int in Fig.1, is placed on-shell (meaning that
~k2int is replaced by m
2 in the
amplitudes), and an off-shell part proportional to the inverse of the propagator of the off-shell particle,
~k2int −m2. This term would cancel the particle propagator, (~k2int −m2)−1, for example that of the 3rd
particle in Fig.1a) resulting into a three body force (Fig.2a). In addition to this, three body forces also
stem directly from the chiral Lagrangians [23] (Fig.2b).
Figure 2: The origin of the three body forces (a) due to cancellation of the propagator in Fig.1(a) with
the off-shell part of the chiral amplitude, (b) at the tree level from the chiral Lagrangian.
We find that the sum of the off-shell parts of all the two body interaction terms of the Faddeev
series, cancel together with the contribution from Fig.2(b) in the SU(3) limit. Details of the analytical
proof can be seen in the appendices of [24, 15]. Hence, only the on-shell part of the two body (chiral)
t-matrices is needed in the evaluations. This is one of the important findings of these works because
one of the standing problems of the Faddeev equations is that the use of different potentials which
give rise to the same on shell scattering amplitudes give rise to different results when used to study
three body systems with the Faddeev equations. The different, unphysical, off shell amplitudes of the
different potentials are responsible for it. The use of chiral dynamics in the context of the Faddeev
equations has then served to show that the results do not depend on these unphysical amplitudes and
only the on shell amplitudes are needed as input. In this sense, since these amplitudes can be obtained
from experiment, it is suggested in [25] to use these experimental amplitudes, and sensible results are
obtained in the study of the ππN system and coupled channels.
The strategy followed in the former works is that the terms with two, three, and four interactions
are evaluated exactly. Then it is observed that the ratio of the four to three body interaction terms
is about the same as that of the three body to two body. Once this is realized, the coupled integral
equations are converted into algebraic equations, which renders the technical work feasible in spite of
the many coupled channels used.
The resonances generated for these system appear as peak in |T |2 as a function of √s, √s23. A
detailed description of all the states that appear in this sector can be seen in [14]. Here we summarize
the results in Table 1.
In the S=0 sector we also find several resonances, which are summarized in Table 2. Here we only
want to pay attention to the N∗ state around 1924 MeV, which is mostly NKK¯. This state was first
predicted in [26] using variational methods and corroborated in [25] using coupled channels Faddeev
equations. As in [26], we find that the KK¯ pair is built mostly around the f0(980), but it also has a
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Γ (PDG) Peak position Γ (this work)
(MeV) (this work, MeV) (MeV)
Isospin=1
Σ(1560) 10-100 1590 70
Σ(1620) 10-100 1630 39
Σ(1660) 40-200 1656 30
Σ(1770) 60-100 1790 24
Isospin=0
Λ(1600) 50-250 1568,1700 60-136
Λ(1810) 50-250 1740 20
Table 1: Σ and Λ states obtained from the interaction of two mesons and one baryon.
I(JP ) Theory PDG data
channels mass width name mass width
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
1/2(1/2+) only ππN 1704 375 N∗(1710) 1680-1740 90-500
ππN , πKΣ, πKΛ, πηN ∼ no change ∼ no change
1/2(1/2+) only ππN 2100 250 N∗(2100) 1885-2270 80-400
ππN , πKΣ, πKΛ, πηN 2080 54
3/2(1/2+) ππN , πKΣ, πKΛ, πηN 2126 42 ∆(1910) 1870-2152 190-270
1/2(1/2+) Nππ, Nπη, NKK¯ 1924 20 N∗(?) ? ?
Table 2: N∗ and ∆ states obtained from the interaction of two mesons and one baryon.
similar strength around the a0(980), both of which appear basically as a KK¯ molecule in the chiral
unitary approach.
This state is very interesting and it was suggested in [27] that it could be responsible for the peak
around 1920 MeV of the γp→ K+Λ reaction [28, 29, 30]. It was also shown that the spin of the resonance
could be found performing polarization measurements which are the state of the art presently.
3 Clusters with many mesons instead of baryons
One may wonder why the known nuclei are made of baryons and not of mesons. Certainly, it is not
that the interaction between mesons is weaker than between baryons. The reason lies in the property
of baryon number conservation which does not hold for mesons. As a consequence, an aggregate of
protons and neutrons sufficiently bound has nowhere to decay if baryon number is conserved. However,
and aggregate of mesons would decay into systems of smaller number of mesons. Let us then accept
that these systems will be unstable, but, even then, could we see them as resonances with a certain
width, as most of the particles in the PDG? Gradually an answer is coming to this question. One step
in this direction was given in the study of the three body system φKK¯ which leads to the recently
discovered state φ(2170), as has been shown in [15]. This system, studied through Faddeev equations
in coupled channels, produces a state in which the KK¯ pair clusterizes into the f0(980) resonance
and the φ interacts with this cluster. One could proceed further and investigate more complex meson
systems. This is what has been recently done in [31] where the f2(1270), ρ3(1690), f4(2050), ρ5(2350)
and f6(2510) resonances have been described as multi-ρ(770) states.
The idea behind the work of [31] is that recent studies show that the ρρ interaction is very strong
[32, 33], particularly when the two ρ mesons align their spins to form a state of spin S=2. This
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Figure 3: Modulus squared of the unitarized multi-ρ amplitudes. dotted line: only single-scattering.
Solid lines correspond to the prediction of the model. Dashed lines come from making a small change
in a cut off. The solid one is the one used. (The dashed and dotted lines have been normalized to the
peak of the solid line for the sake of comparison of the position of the maxima)
interaction is so strong that can bind the two ρ mesons leading to a bound state which, according to
[32, 33], is the f2(1270). It is surprising to come out with this idea when it has been given for granted
that this state and other partners accommodate easily as qq¯ states and can reproduce most of the known
properties of these states [34, 35, 36]. However, it has been shown that with this molecular picture one
can reproduce the radiative decay into γγ [37], the decay of J/Ψ into ω(φ) and f2(1270) (together with
other resonances generated in [33]) [38], and J/Ψ into γ and f2(1270) (and the other resonances of [33])
[39].
Once this is accepted, the idea is to study a system with three ρ mesons. To give the maximum
probability of binding we choose them with their spins aligned to give a state of S=3. The interaction
is studied using the Fixed Center Approximation (FCA) to the Faddeev equations. One obtains the
scattering matrix and looks for peaks in |T |2, from where one obtains the mass and the width of the
states. One finds a peak that we associate to the ρ3(1690). Once this is done then one takes two clusters
of f2(1270) and studies their interaction using as input the scattering matrix ρ f2(1270) obtained before.
The peak obtained in |T |2 can be associated to the f4(2050). One further step uses the FCA to study the
interaction of a ρ with the f4(2050), using as input the ρ f2(1270) interaction obtained before. In this
way one obtains a peak that is associated to the ρ5(2350). A further step, letting an f2(1270) interact
with the f4(2050) previously obtained, is done and then a peak in |T |2 appears which we associate to
the f6(2510).
In fig. 3 we show the modulus squared of the amplitudes for different number of ρ mesons considering
only the single scattering mechanisms (dotted line) and the full model (solid and dashed lines). The
dotted and dashed curves have been normalized to the peaks of the corresponding full result for the
sake of comparison of the position of the maximum. The difference between the dashed and solid lines
can be considered as an estimate of the error but the variation in the position of the maximum is small.
We clearly see that the amplitudes show pronounced bumps which we associate to the resonances
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Figure 4: Masses of the dynamically generated states as a function of the number of constituent ρ(770)
mesons, nρ. Only single scattering contribution (dotted line); full model (solid line); experimental values
from the PDG, (circles).
labeled in the figures. The position of the maxima can be associated to the masses of the corresponding
resonances. The widths can be induced from the figure and agree with the experimental data.
The masses obtained are compared with those in the PDG in fig. 4. As we can see, the agreement
obtained is excellent. Granted that Nature is always more subtle that any picture that we can make
of it, the agreement found for the different states is certainly impressive, with no free parameters used.
This is certainly a result worth thinking about which should encourage further searches in this direction
with likely interesting surprises ahead. In this respect of work the work on multirho states has been
extended in [40] to study systems with a K∗ and many ρ states with their spins aligned. Neat peaks are
obtained at positions that correspond to the known states K∗2 (1430), K
∗
3(1780), K
∗
4(2045), K
∗
5 (2380)
and a not yet discovered K∗6 resonance is predicted.
4 Conclusions
The finding about the cancellations of the off shell two body amplitudes with three body terms stem-
ming from the same chiral Lagrangians is most welcome feature which renders the Faddeev equations
unambiguous. The results obtained with two meson one baryon systems, reproducing the low lying
1/2+ baryon states, are surprising and challenge the conventional wisdom about baryons being three
quark states.
Watch for multihadron states, they were always there but only now they are beginning to be iden-
tified. Facilities and collaborations like BELLE, COMPASS, WASA/COSY, etc., will have something
to say about this topic in the future.
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